
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SENW Festival of Swimming 
Important Competition Information 

 

In order for us to the run the Event safely, we ask that you DO NOT attend if you show any 
symptoms of COVID or have been in contact with anyone who shows symptoms or has 
tested positive. 
 
Our primary objective is always to provide a quality event that allows as many swimmers as 
possible to compete in the safest environment.  
Due to the measures that we have set out below we have been able to accommodate more 
athletes that we originally expected.  
 
The spread of COVID is still causing concern in all parts of the country and the impact on those 
infected, and their contacts, is significant. Although the Government has lifted all legal 
restrictions associated with controlling the spread of COVID. Working with GLL, the facility 
operator, and in compliance with their requirements, the Festival of Swimming will continue the 
implementation of a measured and responsible approach to the management of the event. We 
will implement a degree of social distancing and the wearing of face masks for all individuals 
involved in the event is encouraged.  
 
Why have we taken this decision?  
 
Government rules still require, until 16th August, any contact of someone who tests positive to 
self-isolate for 10 days. That would have a significant impact on people’s ability to work and to go 
on holiday. It would also place a significant risk on the Region’s ability to run the final day of the 
event and potentially deprive clubs of the staff needed to continue to operate.  
 
As the promoter of the competition, the Region has a duty of care towards swimmers, coaches, 
officials, parents and event staff. After careful consideration, we have assessed that the risk 
associated with running the competition with no restrictions to be unacceptably high.  
 
What measures will be in place? 
 
Current scientific advice is that the major risk of transmission of COVID is by droplets. As a 
result, we have decided that the following measures are necessary and will apply equally for all 
individuals involved in the meet (e.g. swimmers, coaches/club staff, event volunteers and 
officials): 
 

 Spectators will not be accommodated at any of the sessions.  

 Pre competition COVID testing – a lateral flow test at home is acceptable. Please 

take this within 48 hours of your first session. Please be honest and do not come to the 

event if you have a positive test or have been asked to self-isolate due to being in contact 

with an individual who has tested positive.  

 COVID QR Code - please ensure that you check in for every session that you 

attend.  



 

 The wearing of face masks by those who are able except when competing or 

taking refreshments is strongly encouraged.  

 Clubs will be responsible for ensuring that their athletes are adhering to the COVID 

protocols throughout the entire session. It will be the clubs’ responsibility to ensure 

that social distancing is in place with their athletes and face coverings are being worn.  

 Warm Ups will be strictly controlled. There will be two 20 minute warm ups per 

session. It is unlikely that sprint lanes will be in operation during this event. 

However please listen to the announcer for any changes.  

 The Diving Pool will be available for warm-up and swim down (swim down will close 

immediately) at the end of each swimming session. Numbers permitted in the Diving Pool 

at any time will be limited – if you have the opportunity to swim down please keep to the 

minimum time possible to allow others the use of this facility.  

 Please ensure that you clear the pool as quickly as possible when your warm up 

has ended, we are running to a tight time schedule.  

 The Centre Café area will be used as a Call room. In order to prevent overcrowding, 

please do not report to the Call Room earlier than six races before your event.  

 There will be two swimmer chairs at the end of each lane – please ensure that 

swimmers clothes are placed on the empty chair and cleared at the end of their race.  

 Venue will need to be cleared by all athletes and coaches once the session has 

completed. This will allow the event team to sanitize and prepare for the next session. 

 Once swimmers have completed their final race, they are being asked to get 

changed and leave the building. This is to reduce any large crowds leaving the building 

at the same time.  

 One Way System will be in operation. Please refer to the building flow diagram.  

 
 
Scientific evidence has also identified that the risk of transmission through shared objects is low. 
Whilst we can relax some controls we will be maintaining a regime of regular sanitization around 
the pool deck and venue: 

 Backstroke ledges will be available for use.  
 
We are asking for everyone’s understanding and co-operation. These restrictions are not 
optional and are a condition of being allowed to enter the leisure centre for this competition.  
Anyone found not be to following these conditions will be asked to leave the venue.  

 
 

Coaches Passes 

Coaches Passes will be allocated to clubs based on the number of swimmers within each 
session. Passes will be allocated on a 1:10 ratio basis.  
 
For example, if a club has 40 swimmers in session 1 they will be allocated 4 Coaches Passes. If 
they then have 15 swimmers in session 2 they will be allocated 2 Coaches Passes.  
 



 

It is the clubs’ responsibility to ensure that individuals who will be Coaches or Team Managers 
during any of the session are listed on the Club Personnel Report and have the appropriate 
qualifications in place: 

 Valid and in Date DBS 

 Valid and in Date Safeguarding 

 Minimum Level 1 Coaching Qualification or Team Manager Module 1 
 
Coaches will be required to sign into every session, this will support any track or tracing should 
this be required.  
 
Please note that checks will be conducted.  
 
 


